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AIR-CELL TECHNOLOGY
Air-filled chambers on the
bottom layer compress,
then expand, acting like
bowstrings and projecting
athletes up and forward.

CO-VULCANIZED MULTI-LAYER
DUAL DUROMETER
Our sport surfaces are
made from two layers of
solid rubber vulcanized
together to form a
continuous, seamless
surface.

Microplastic Free
The surface is free of
coatings and partially
embedded microplastic
granules.

SUPER X PERFORMANCE™
MORE THAN 30 YEARS ON TOP THE WINNER’S PODIUM.

When it comes to prefabricated rubber tracks, Super X Performance™ has a long list of wins.
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SUPER X PERFORMANCE™

As the world’s first prefabricated vulcanized rubber track, it is unrivaled.
The result of over 30 years of experience, the surface guarantees optimal athletic performance, combining comfort,
safety and durability, for both school and recreational use.

 

Two layers combine for one-of-a-kind performance

During a controlled production process, Sportflex Super X™’s two layers are vulcanized together to create a uniform,
continuous, joint-free product with truly unique characteristics. Unlike other systems produced, this process creates a
molecular bond that prevents the layers separating.  

 

Performance, comfort and safety: A winning combination.

The top rubber layer guarantees elasticity and resistance to spikes, while its anti-reflective embossing provides grip,
traction and good drainage. The bottom layer has a geometric structure of four-sided air cells that are deformable in
two dimensions to provide shock absorption and energy return. This special structure is laid out in the running
direction to provide a differentiated biomechanical response according to the pressure produced by the athlete. 

 

Respect the environment

Per MONDO’s quest for environmental sustainability, Sportflex Super X™ is made using up to 37% of recycled
post-consumer and post-industrial materials and up to 6% rapidly renewable materials. In its indoor version, Sportflex
Super X™ is certified GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Gold, due to low emissions of VOCs (volatile organic
compounds).  
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COLOR RANGE
 

 

CERTIFICATIONS
Sportflex Super X 13.5mm IAAF Product Certificate
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